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13th century – this may indicate that the church, or
at least the first substantially constructed church,
was built, perhaps in the mid 13th century. It is of
interest that the church building is not aligned
strictly east-west, as was the usual preference. This
may be as a result of the topography of the site and
difficulties in creating a ‘platform’ for the church
building. The church continued to be altered and
enlarged thorough the medieval period culminating
in the tower and spire in the 15th century. A
thorough restoration of the church took place in
1862-63 by the London architect Ewan Christian
(1814-1895).

ORIGINS & HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT
OF THE AREA
This Section is not intended to be a definitive history of the village but has
been written as a brief overview.

Topography:
The underlying rock upon which Bonsall is situated
is Carboniferous Limestone and this is covered with
a shallow layer of fast draining soil. One of the
disadvantages of settlements on limestone is the
general scarcity of water due to its permeable
nature. Where differing geology occurs (i.e. harder
and less permeable rock), the water is caught and
produces the many brooks and streams
characteristic of limestone geology.
The settlement of Bonsall comprises of two distinct
shallow valleys, the first, and largest, runs in a
northerly direction from the Via Gellia to the top of
the High Street (and beyond to Bonsall Moor), the
second is a spur of the first and commences at the
Fountain and runs in a westerly direction to
Horsedale and beyond. Both valleys have streams or
brooks running through them. Between the two
valleys is a plateau of which on its southern facing
slope Uppertown has evolved. The first, or largest
of the valleys contains the original and ancient
settlement core of Bonsall.

Church of St James – tower and spire
The choice of location for a church was an
important consideration. The builders chose a
sloping terrace on the east side of the valley at the
northern end of a long run of steep (and sheer),
limestone cliffs. Not only would this location have
given visual dominance to the church building but it
may also have been a safer area on which to build –
that is out of the valley and the potential for
flooding etc and the advantage of founding the
church on solid rock.

Historic Development:
In the vicinity of Bonsall, Neolithic finds as well as
Romano-British items have been found indicating
that some ancient means of settlement began at an
early period. As with so much English history the
general starting point for the development of
settlements is the later centuries of the first
millennium (800-1000 AD). Little if anything
generally survives from this period or era but
inclusion within the Domesday survey of 1086
generally indicates that a settlement had been in
existence for some time before. This is the case with
Bonsall (Bunteshale – in the Domesday survey). At
that time Bonsall was not a manor but was part of
the larger manor of Metesforde (or Matlock Bridge).
Nothing physically survives from this early period
of the village’s development other than the ancient
parish boundary, most probably identified by the
11th century, and an indication that the core of the
original settlement was centred in and around the
location of the parish church.
The first written mention of a church in Bonsall
dates from 1291, again indicating the probable
existence of a church some time before that date. At
the time of the Domesday survey no church or
priest is recorded and it can therefore be assumed
that no such building existed at that time. The
earliest physical fabric which can be dated is of the

View of The Cross – c.1900. Note the ‘spike’ on top of the
cross which no longer exists.
It is of interest that there is a written reference to
‘Over Bonteshale’ (now known as Uppertown) as
early as 1297. Although no physical fabric of any
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structures or buildings remain from that time it is
possible that some development had occurred.
Alternatively, its mention may relate only to an area
of land then known as Over Bonteshale. Apart
from the parish church the village does have one
other structure that possibly dates from the
medieval period – The Cross. This has been dated
to at least the 15th century and possibly even into
the 14th century. This dating relates primarily to the
cone of circular stone steps and possibly the vertical
stone shaft. The head of the shaft was added in
1678. The initials “AG” are carved below the crosshead. Within the village no other physical fabric
remains from before the 16th and generally before
the 17th century.

ancient and piece-meal enclosure probably from the
medieval period onwards.

Extract from Bonsall Enclosure Map of 1776
The surviving historic field pattern of the settlement
is considered to be an important survival in its close
relationship to the historic development of the
settlement and its associated landscape. The field
pattern, prior to 1776, within the parish of Bonsall,
is identified on Figure 8.

Section of the Bonsall Tithe Map - 1848
The earliest map of the parish is the tithe map dated
1848 (Figure 5). This is a very accurate survey and
records the village in considerable detail. In broad
terms, the general form of the village and the
intensity of development are very similar to the
current village, and certainly little different from the
1880 (Figure 6) and 1900 (Figure 7) Ordnance
Survey maps.

Upper part of the Cross – 1678. Note the initials – AG.
A (metal) spike to the ball finial no longer survives.
One of the earliest maps of the Bonsall area is the
enclosure map of 1776 (Figure 4). This reveals little
information about the extent of the village or
settlement itself and is concerned primary with the
division of land into enclosures to the north west of
the village – the area known as Bonsall Moor. What
this map does reveal is that the area around the
village, which is not depicted in any detail, is
annotated as ‘ancient inclosures’. These ‘ancient
inclosures’ may be of medieval origin and current
maps of the land divisions around Bonsall certainly
indicate a large area of narrow, slightly curved, fields
to the west and north west of the settlement. To the
east of the settlement the land is divided into an
amalgam of irregular shaped fields – this indicates

View of the Barley Mow & Arter Hill – c.1900
The pattern of development shown on the 1848
map is interesting on various counts. Firstly, it
shows that the most intensive area of development
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